Identification of Decisive Factors Determining the Continued Use of Rainwater Harvesting Systems for Agriculture Irrigation in Beijing
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Abstract: The success or failure of operating a rainwater harvesting system (RWH) depends on both technological and non-technological factors. The importance of non-technological factors in attaining sustainable RWH operation is rarely emphasized. This study aims to assess the contribution of non-technological factors through determining decisive factors involved in the use of RWHs for agriculture irrigation in Beijing. The RWHs for agriculture irrigation in Beijing are not operating as well as expected. If the decisive factors are identified to be non-technological, the significance of non-technological factors will be highlighted. Firstly, 10 impact factors comprising non-technological and technological factors are selected according to both a literature review and interviews with RWH managers. Following this, through an artificial data mining method, rough set analysis, the decisive factors are identified. Results show that two non-technological factors, “doubts about rainwater quality” and “the availability of groundwater” determine whether these systems will continue or cease RWH operation in Beijing. It is, thus, considered necessary to improve public confidence in and motivation on using rainwater for agriculture irrigation, as this is the main obstacle in the sustainable and successful operation of RWHs. Through a case study of RWHs in Beijing, the study verifies the importance of acknowledging non-technological factors to achieve sustainable water management and considers that such factors should receive more attention by decision makers and researchers.
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1. Introduction

Factors considered to be important in achieving sustainable water management vary amongst the disciplines of engineering, economics, and social sciences. From the respective of technical improvements, the impact factors on rainwater harvesting systems (RWH) include optimal tank size, technical design, and so on [1–5]. Technical improvements could effectively facilitate the operation of a new system, but they do not determine its successful operation. Whether the operation of a system is a success or failure depends on both technological and non-technological factors. Non-technological factors can become considerable obstacles in the adequate functioning of RWHs. Discussions in literature pertaining to non-technological factors in RWHs management contain economic analysis, public perception, and so on [6–10]. However, although these studies have analyzed and explained how factors influence RWHs in a scientific manner, it is rare to emphasize the importance of non-technological factors in attaining sustainable RWHs operation. It is also considered that in some management settings, non-technological factors are more critical than technological ones. Thus, this study aims to assess the contribution of non-technological factors to the efficient running of RWHs.
The assessment is implemented through determining decisive factors involved in the use of RWHs in a rural area of Beijing. There is scarcity of water in Beijing because of the large population, continual drought, and depletion of groundwater stocks, and water used for agricultural irrigation accounts for around 60% of the total water use in Beijing. To ameliorate problems associated with this lack of available water, hundreds of RWHs have been constructed for use in agricultural irrigation since the year 2006, which were largely promoted and subsidized by the government. However, most of these systems are actually not operating as well as expected [7] and it is thus very important to determine decisive factors influencing this in Beijing. In the literature, there are studies in discussing determinants of RWHs [11–13], which mostly pursue to find the factors influencing the adoption of RWHs. While, this study emphasizes to prove that non-technological factors are as substantial as technological factors in the successful management of RWHs via the identification of decisive factors.

An artificial data mining method, rough set analysis, was carried out. The sample in this study is small, and the selected impact factors are obtained using partly qualitative and partly quantitative data. Rough set analysis is a mathematical method used to synthesize an approximation of concepts from data that allows information classification [14], even though sample size is small. An extensive theoretical description is provided by Pawlak (1982) and Slowinski (1991) [15,16]. The method has rarely been applied to water resource studies [14,17], although it has been applied in other scientific fields such as medicine, economics, software engineering, and urban studies [18–21].

Firstly, non-technological and technological factors were selected according to both a literature review and interviews with RWH managers. Following this, through the method of rough set analysis, impact factors that were decisive in determining the operational success or failure of RWH were identified. If these factors were found to be non-technological, their importance in successful operations were highlighted.

2. Methodology

2.1. Data

An extensive field study was conducted in a collaborative project between the Chinese Academy of Sciences and the Beijing Agro-Technical Extension Center (BATEC), which focused on RWH practices in the rural areas of Beijing. Some plants are supervised and subsidized by BATEC, which is a professional institute involved with agricultural technology, but others are supervised by other institutes, such as the Beijing Water Saving Office. There is limited access to the plants supervised by the other institutions, and thus the fieldwork was focused only on RWHs supervised by BATEC. The selection criteria determined that each plant used in the study had to have been constructed at least 2 years prior to the study, and that sufficient data on the plant was available. Therefore, only 10 RWHs were selected for study. Although the sample is small, complete data are available for each plant. Locations of the 10 plants are shown in Figure 1, which are distributed within six of Beijing’s districts.

The collected rainwater in these RWHs is generally reused for greenhouse irrigation. Figure 2 shows the structure of a typical RWH system. Rainwater goes through the plastic film which is covering the greenhouse down to the ditch in front of the greenhouse, and then moves to the sediment tank for filtering through a big underground pipe. After the solids are deposited, cleaned water enters into the storage tank. When irrigation is required, water is pumped from the storage tank to the greenhouse.
2.2. Ten Factors

Based on information obtained from literature and in interviews with managers, the following 10 potential factors were chosen in relation to exerting an impact on the continued operation: (1) subsidies for initial investment; (2) subsidies for operation and maintenance; (3) farmer perception of RWHs; (4) doubts regarding rainwater quality; (5) availability of groundwater; (6) ownership; (7) location; (8) size of storage tank; (9) irrigation methods; and (10) technical problems. Of these 10 factors, factors (1)–(7) are non-technological and (8)–(10) are technological, which are presented in detail below. These
impact factors are the most crucial to RWHs for agriculture irrigation in Beijing although they may not be the most representative ones.

(1) Subsidies for Initial Investment

Subsidies for initial investment can effectively assist in reducing the expenditure of farmers [8]. For example, the initial investment for a small plant with a capacity of 50 m$^3$ is approximately 27,000 RMB (approximately 4278 USD) including construction expenses. Small plants are generally constructed on farms with an area of 700 m$^2$. The total annual income of a small family farm in Beijing is, on average, approximately 10,000 RMB (approximately 1574 USD); thus, the initial investment is almost three times the annual income of the owners. When no subsidies are available, farmers have difficulty affording the large initial investment. Therefore, most RWHs in Beijing are provided with subsidies that cover approximately 50% to 100% of the initial investment, although some systems receive subsidies covering less than 50%.

(2) Subsidies for Operation and Maintenance

Several studies have been conducted on recovery of the operational and maintenance costs of RWH [22–24]. The systems need to have a sound maintenance system to enable sustainability and thus insufficient investment in maintenance obstructs the operation of these systems. Subsidies provided for operation and maintenance therefore assist with cost recovery, and may allow continuation of the plant’s successful operation. In this study, RWHs managed privately did not receive subsidies for their operation and maintenance, whereas systems managed by state-owned farms or institutes can more readily obtain government subsidies.

(3) Farmer Perception of RWHs

To ensure the success of RWHs, it is important that farmers have a positive perception of the system [8,25]. Local farmers in the Beijing area obtain irrigation water by pumping groundwater. The use of rainwater is typically considered to be more complex than the use of groundwater, despite the fact that technology involved in RWHs is relatively simple. Some farmers in Beijing have a positive perception because rainwater supplements the irrigation water supply, but others consider it unnecessary for unscientific reasons, such the inconvenience of using different methods simultaneously.

(4) Doubts Regarding Rainwater Quality

Beijing is an industrialized megacity with 13 million residents and a large number of factories. The atmosphere is therefore contaminated by particles, heavy metals, and organic air pollutants [26]. Some users are skeptical about the quality of harvested rainwater due to contamination by air pollution [25] and are concerned that possible pollutants from the atmosphere enter the water and cause an absence of minerals therein. In addition, there is a lack of systematic information for publication whether rainwater in Beijing is suitable or not, although some experiments have been conducted. Such doubts concerning the rainwater quality result in a certain amount of resistance to using rainwater for irrigation.

(5) Availability of Groundwater

The availability of groundwater is regarded as a potential impact factor in this study, although it is often not discussed in the literature. At present, no clear policies exist relating to the charge for groundwater in Beijing. Therefore, the motivation of farmers to use rainwater depends on the availability of groundwater and the cost of accessing it, which is determined by whether the location is mountainous or flat. The availability of groundwater varies according to the position of the plants studied in this paper. For example, two plants are both located in the Mi Yun district (plant 6 and 7,
as shown in Figure 1) and the groundwater at plant 7 is sufficient, while groundwater at plant 6 is extremely limited.

Groundwater only emerges in certain wells in summer and the wells are dry in other seasons and thus these places are labeled as areas of water scarcity. In other areas it is easy to access groundwater through pumps, and thus resources are sufficient and the locations are considered to be areas with water sufficiency. Farmers in areas where water is scarce have a greater incentive to use alternative water resources than farmers in areas of water sufficiency.

(6) Ownership

Responsibility of the daily management and operation of a RWHs is determined by its ownership [22]. Some of the plants studied in this paper were managed privately and others were managed by state-owned institutes. Thus the incentives involved in managing and operating the systems were different. In general, the incentives for private-plant managers to operate RWHs are reduced irrigation costs or an increased income. However, the incentive for state-owned-plant managers is not dependent on additional costs or income, and therefore these plants are more likely to be continually operated even when they are not cost-effective.

(7) Location

Although location is rarely discussed in literature, in this study, it is considered highly relevant as it determines the depth of groundwater and the cost of operating a RWHs. The cost of obtaining groundwater can affect a farmer’s incentive to use rainwater [27]. Seven out of the 10 plants studied were located in the northern area of Beijing, which is mostly mountainous, and three were located in the southern area, which is relatively flat and dry. Accordingly, the groundwater level in the north is lower than that in the south. Table 1 shows the depth of groundwater at the northern and southern plants. Farmers living in the northern area need to pump groundwater from deeper wells than farmers in the south. Consequently, higher costs are incurred when pumping water in the northern area, and thereby increasing farmers’ motivation to take rainwater.

Table 1. Depth of groundwater at northern and southern plants (2007–2008).

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Ground Water</th>
<th>P1</th>
<th>P2</th>
<th>P3</th>
<th>P4</th>
<th>P5</th>
<th>P6</th>
<th>P7</th>
<th>P8</th>
<th>P9</th>
<th>P10</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Depth</td>
<td>28</td>
<td>28</td>
<td>28</td>
<td>32</td>
<td>32</td>
<td>30</td>
<td>30</td>
<td>13</td>
<td>13</td>
<td>20</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Notes: Plants P1–P7 are located in the north and plants P8–P10 in the south. Data source: Beijing water bulletin (2007–2008).

(8) Size of Storage Tank

The size of the storage tank is discussed in relation to the successful operation of RWHs [3,28]. The optimal storage size is dependent on precipitation, collection area, water consumption, water saving, and economic issues [28]. In addition, the size of the storage tank can determine the initial investment and operation and maintenance costs involved. For instance, although the operation and maintenance costs of a larger system are lower per unit than the costs of a small system, the total initial investment and operation and maintenance costs of a larger system are higher. In this study, the storage tanks were classified into three categories: small (50–100 m$^3$), medium (450–800 m$^3$), and large (1300–2000 m$^3$).

(9) Irrigation Methods

Irrigation methods can affect the operation of RWHs [24]. Such methods normally include flood and drip irrigation, where flood irrigation is the traditional method often used by farmers in Beijing and drip irrigation is currently promoted because it effectively reduces water consumption. However, the initial expenditure for drip irrigation is high and not all farmers can afford it. In addition, plants...
using drip irrigation have problems frequently with mud blockages because the diameter of water pipes used in drip irrigation is small enough for mud and rocks to become trapped. Compared with flood irrigation, drip irrigation requires higher maintenance cost.

(10) Technical Problems

In literature, technical problems are the most-mentioned factors limiting the use of RWHs [23,29], and these can be divided into problems that are severe and those that are less severe. Severe problems consist of, for example, replacement parts required for the plant, and less severe problems consist of parts that are broken and need repair. For the construction of a plant, technical problems can be divided into small and large problems. Large problems involve the implementation of a design that is unsuitable for successful plant operation; small problems involve parts included in a design that require alteration (for example, a shallow ditch being modified to a deep ditch to improve rainwater collection).

This study combines two types of classification and codifies the various technical problems. As shown in Table 2, a coding of 0 indicates that the facility problems are less severe but that the construction design is inappropriate; 1 indicates that the facility needs repair and that the construction design has a small problem; 2 means that some parts of the facility and the construction design require changing; and 3 means that the technical problems of the plant are extremely severe. The facility and its construction are usually designed and implemented by the same institute, and thus they usually work well together. However, when the construction design is inappropriate the facilities are therefore also inadequate for plant operation and thus it is rare to use a coding of 0. In addition, as RWHs in Beijing are at an early stage of implementation and use, many types of technical problems occur during their operation. All cases studied here had a history of problems in either the facility or related to the construction design.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Problems</th>
<th>Big</th>
<th>Small</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Less serious problems</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Serious problems</td>
<td>3</td>
<td>2</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

2.3. Rough Set Analysis

The information regarding the selected RWHs is a mixture of qualitative and quantitative data. So, the qualitative information is needed to be transferred to quantitative data for further information classification and data mining. Firstly, data pertaining to the 10 factors were all codified as 1, 2, or 3 to establish a consistent database (Table 3). Secondly, as 10 plants were selected for this study, a data matrix was formed for data pertaining to scores for 10 factors at each plant (Table 4). As shown in Table 4, the coded values of the 10 factors for the 10 plants were different, and each factor is denoted by \( A_i \) \( (i = 1, 2, 3, \ldots 10) \); the status of operation is denoted by \( D \).

The last row of Tables 3 and 4 indicates the operation status of each plant. Based on interviews with plants managers, one of three statuses was possible concerning the operation of each plant: stopped, interrupted, or continuous. The status of “stopped” means that the plant was no longer functioning, and was represented by a score of 1. The status of “interrupted” means that the plant was operational but that it stopped irregularly, and was represented by a score of 2. The status of “continuous” means that the plant was operating successfully and continuously, and this was represented by a score of 3. In this way, these scores describe the situations of the 10 constructed RWHs studied in Beijing.
Table 3. Description and coded values of factors.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Factors</th>
<th>Description and Coded Value</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>A₁: Ownership</td>
<td>1: Private</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>2: State owned</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>A₂: Farmer perception of RWHs</td>
<td>1: Negative</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>2: Positive</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>A₃: Doubts regarding rainwater quality</td>
<td>1: Yes</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>2: No</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>A₄: Location</td>
<td>1: North</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>2: South</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>A₅: Availability of groundwater</td>
<td>1: Sufficient</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>2: Scarce</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>A₆: Size of storage tank</td>
<td>1: Small</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>2: Middle</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>3: Large</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>A₇: Irrigation methods</td>
<td>1: Flood irrigation</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>2: Drip irrigation</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>A₈: Technical problems</td>
<td>1: Less serious and small problems</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>2: Serious and small problems</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>3: Serious and big problems</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>A₉: Subsidies for initial investment</td>
<td>1: 51%–100% of the initial investment</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>2: 0%–50% of the initial investment</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>A₁₀: Subsidies for operation and maintenance</td>
<td>1: Yes</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>2: No</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>D: Status of each plant</td>
<td>1: Stopped</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>2: Interrupted</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>3: Continuous</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

As the operational status of each plant was assumed to be affected by 10 identified factors, these 10 factors ($A₁, A₂, A₃ \ldots A₉$) were regarded as “condition” attributes, and the statuses of the plants ($D$) were regarded as “decision” attributes. We aimed to determine the causal links between the condition attributes and decision attributes to identify factors determining the cessation or continued operation of the RWHs.

We assumed that the 10 plants ($P₁, P₂, P₃ \ldots P_{10}$) belonged to a set $U$, namely

$$U = \{P₁, P₂, P₃, P₄, P₅, P₆, P₇, P₈, P₉, P_{10}\}$$

The plants were scored by each attribute based on the information available (shown in Table 4). For example, for $A₁ = 2$ (ownership is “state-owned”), Plants $P₂, P₈$, and $P_{10}$ had the same score; in
other words, Plants $P_2$, $P_6$, and $P_{10}$ are all state-owned systems. Hence, the set $U$ was classified into subsets based on the scored value of each attribute, as follows:

\[
U/A_1 = \{\{P_1, P_3, P_5, P_6, P_7, P_9\}, \{P_2, P_8, P_{10}\}\}
\]

\[
U/A_2 = \{\{P_1, P_3, P_8, P_9, P_{10}\}, \{P_2, P_5, P_6, P_7\}\}
\]

\[
U/A_3 = \{\{P_1, P_4, P_5, P_6, P_{10}\}, \{P_2, P_5, P_6, P_7\}\}
\]

\[
U/A_4 = \{\{P_1, P_2, P_3, P_5, P_6, P_7\}, \{P_8, P_9, P_{10}\}\}
\]

\[
U/A_5 = \{\{P_1, P_2, P_3, P_4, P_5, P_6, P_7, P_8, P_{10}\}, \{P_6\}\}
\]

\[
U/A_6 = \{\{P_1, P_6, P_7, P_9\}, \{P_4, P_5, P_8, P_{10}\}, \{P_2, P_3\}\}
\]

\[
U/A_7 = \{\{P_3, P_4, P_5, P_7, P_{10}\}, \{P_1, P_2, P_5, P_8\}\}
\]

\[
U/A_8 = \{\{P_1, P_2, P_3, P_4, P_5, P_6, P_7\}, \{P_8, P_9, P_{10}\}\}
\]

\[
U/A_9 = \{\{P_1, P_2, P_3, P_4, P_5, P_6, P_7, P_9\}, \{P_8, P_{10}\}\}
\]

\[
U/A_{10} = \{\{P_2, P_3, P_5, P_8\}, \{P_1, P_4, P_6, P_7, P_9, P_{10}\}\}
\]

In addition, the set $U$ was classified into a subset in terms of the coded value of the decision attribute, as follows:

\[
U/D = \{\{P_1, P_4, P_8, P_9, P_{10}\}, \{P_2, P_3, P_5, P_7\}, \{P_6\}\}
\]

If we assume:

\[
Y_1 = \{P_1, P_4, P_8, P_9, P_{10}\}; \ Y_2 = \{P_2, P_3, P_5, P_7\}; \ Y_3 = \{P_6\},
\]

then

\[
U/D = \{Y_1, Y_2, Y_3\}.
\]

where the subset $Y_1$ represents the group of plants with stopped operation, $Y_2$ represents the group of plants with interrupted operation, and $Y_3$ represents the group of plants with continuous operation. The sets $U/A_i$ ($i = 1, 2, 3 \ldots 10$) may contain the same subset as set $U/D$. If the subset $Y_j$ $(j = 1, 2, 3)$ of the set $U/D$ can be determined in any of the sets $U/A_i$ ($i = 1, 2, 3 \ldots 10$), a link between $D$ and $A_i$ can be identified. For example, a set $U/A_m$ ($m = 1$ or $2$ or $3$ or $10$) containing the subset $Y_i$ ($n = 1$ or $2$ or $3$) indicates that the group of plants with an $i$th operational status can be characterized by $A_m$. In other words, the attribute $A_m$ is the critical factor affecting the decision attribute $D$.

The equation for identifying these types of linkages is as follows:

\[
(U/A_i) \cap (U/D) = Y_j (i = 1, 2, 3 \ldots 10, j = 1, 2, 3)
\]

(1)

Using the aforementioned equations, this study then determined the following:

The term $j = 1 \rightarrow i = 3$, meaning that $U/A_3$ contains $Y_1$; The term $j = 2 \rightarrow i = 3$ and $i = 5$, meaning that $U/A_3$ and $U/A_5$ contain $Y_2$; The term $j = 3 \rightarrow i = 5$, meaning that $U/A_3$ contains $Y_3$.

These results indicated that only $A_3$ and $A_5$ are linked with the decision attribute $D$. Accordingly, the conditional causal links of an “if . . . , then . . . ” type were derived (Table 5), which are known as “rules” in rough set theory, where a rule specifies the relationships between condition and decision attributes.
Table 5. Rules involved in the operation of RWHs.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Rule Number</th>
<th>If</th>
<th>Then</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>1</td>
<td>$A_3 = 1$</td>
<td>$D = 1$</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2</td>
<td>$A_3 = 2$ and $A_5 = 1$</td>
<td>$D = 2$</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>3</td>
<td>$A_5 = 2$</td>
<td>$D = 3$</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

### 3. Results and Discussion

Although a considerable amount of money has been invested into RWHs in Beijing, these systems are not often used. This research identified three rules involved in their operation (Table 5) through rough set analysis. The first rule is that when farmers have doubts about the quality of rainwater, operation of the system is discontinued. The second rule is that although farmers have no doubts about the quality of rainwater, they still do not operate the plant continuously if it is possible to obtain sufficient groundwater. The third rule is that only when there is a shortage of groundwater, RWHs operated continuously and successfully. These results are summarized in Table 6. Rule 1 was supported by five plants ($P_1$, $P_4$, $P_8$, $P_9$, and $P_{10}$), Rule 2 by four plants ($P_2$, $P_3$, $P_5$, and $P_7$), and Rule 3 by one plant ($P_6$).

Table 6. Description of rules and plants concerned.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Rule</th>
<th>If</th>
<th>Then</th>
<th>Plants</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>1</td>
<td>Rainwater quality is doubted</td>
<td>Plant operation ceases</td>
<td>$P_1$, $P_4$, $P_8$, $P_9$, $P_{10}$</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2</td>
<td>Rainwater quality is not doubted but groundwater source is sufficient</td>
<td>Plant operation interrupted</td>
<td>$P_2$, $P_3$, $P_5$, $P_7$</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>3</td>
<td>Groundwater source is not sufficient</td>
<td>Plant operation continues</td>
<td>$P_6$</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

This study also reveals that the decisive factors concerning whether or not RWHs are operated (“doubts about the rainwater quality” and “availability of groundwater”) are both non-technological factors. In comparison with technological factors (“size of storage tank”, “irrigation method”, and “technical problems”), the two non-technological factors play a critical role in the decision to continue operation of RWHs. These results verify the importance of non-technological factors in the sustainable management of water resources.

To promote RWH for agricultural irrigation in Beijing, the government currently subsidizes and has introduced suitable technology [30]. These actions may facilitate the introduction of RWH. However, continuous operation of RWH depends on the confidence of users in the water quality and their motivation to use the rainwater. Some residents of Beijing believe that city rainwater contains a number of chemicals related to the severe air pollution so that it is unsuitable for agricultural irrigation. RWHs tend to fail when farmers doubt the quality collected rainwater (Rule 1). It is, thus, necessary to alleviate doubts about the quality of rainwater as a crucial first step in promoting the use of RWH. Farmers would use rainwater when they considered it safe for irrigation. Testing of rainwater quality should be performed, and the results should be revealed and explained to the public.

However, some farmers do not doubt the water quality, and there are no technical or financial problems involved, but as they can easily obtain groundwater, the operation may still not continue (Rule 2). According to our interviews and literature review, barriers to using groundwater in Beijing are extremely low [30,31]. Thus, sufficient groundwater resources and low barriers to obtaining the water reduce the motivation on RWHs. Conversely, a shortage of groundwater resources raises farmers’ incentive to search for and use other sources of water for irrigation. When groundwater is scarce, RWH continue to operate successfully and continuously (Rule 3). Hence, increasing barriers to obtaining groundwater in water-sufficient areas is a crucial second step in promoting RWHs. Various measures, such as groundwater charges, prohibiting the pumping of new wells, and limiting the
quantity of groundwater pumping, may be required [7]. It is interesting to note the importance of subjective perception, as in practice, farmers have little information about the pollution of rain water, but perceived pollution causes them to continue using groundwater.

4. Conclusions

The present study aimed to examine the effect of non-technological factors on sustainable RWHs management, through identifying critical drivers of the success or failure of RWHs for agriculture irrigation in Beijing. The method of rough set analysis, was applied to analyze partially qualitative and partially quantitative data collected on the functioning of RWH in the Beijing rural area.

Two factors, namely “doubts about rainwater quality” and “availability of groundwater,” were determined as decisive factors for the decision to continue or stop using the RWHs. In other words, as long as farmers have doubts about rainwater quality or they consider that there is sufficient groundwater, the newly constructed RWHs will not continue to be operational in the long term. However, if there is a perceived groundwater shortage, farmers will operate the RWHs continuously. Therefore, to enable the sustainable and successful operation of RWHs in Beijing, it is necessary to determine how to improve confidence and motivation in using rainwater. Removing doubts about rainwater quality is an essential step in the promotion of RWHs in Beijing.

Through a case study of RWHs in Beijing, the present study demonstrated that non-technological factors are critical for sustainable water management. It is considered that non-technological factors should receive more attention from researchers and decision makers, as in this instance, they are significant factors in determining the successful, long term operation of this sustainable water-management system.
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